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The first photograph is clicked at 3:30 PM. The sound of a motorcycle, drr…drr…drrr... A
rickshawwala is standing in front of me. He is wearing a loin cloth. There is also an RTV
(Rural Transport Vehicle/Mini Bus). People sitting in it are probably wondering who these
people with a camera and notebooks and pens are. Just then a water tank of the Delhi Water
Board passes by. There is a cycle repair shop in front of us. Its sole customer is pumping
air into his bicycle. There is loud noise of vehicles around us, pi... pio... po...

3:35 PM
The sound of a Boxer motor cycle, durrr... durrr... durrr... ti... The traffic has increased.
There is a three-wheeler driver looking for passengers. An RTV arrives. A man is transporting some things on a bicycle. Vehicles are coming from every direction. A girl wearing a
green coloured salwar kameez walks by, scratching her head.
3:40 PM
Some school kids walk past. Just then, the waiting RTV leaves. A vendor is selling guavas
on his cart. School hours have just ended. A scrap-man is taking scrap on his rickshaw. A
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roaming vendor is selling cosmetics. The voice of a boy, “Hey! What are you doing?” The
driver of an RTV is looking at us, and laughing. A cow is roaming around as if the road were
a cowshed. Scooter: Ti... Ti... Ti... Ti... Ti... Ti...

3:45 PM
A scooter: Trr... Tr... A red van stops, and then drives away. The conductor of an RTV
calling out, “Moolchand! Moolchand!” Two women are walking past. The woman in front is
holding a child in her arms. The child’s face looks kind of sad. Two girls are walking past,
laughing, exposing their teeth! Two children walk by, drinking mango Frooty. A boy runs and
gets into the RTV.
3:50 PM
A bus, route number 521, has blocked the road. Then it drives on. An old man, his head
bent, walks past. There is an accident! A scooterist has rammed into a cycle that a child
was riding. The child fell. Incidentally, the scooterist is a friend of ours. We call out to him,
“Wait!” But he doesn’t stop. Maybe he didn’t recognise us in his fright. He runs off with his
scooter. A man selling clothes is standing in front of us.
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3:55 PM
An RTV comes. Two women and five men are sitting in it. The driver is smoking a bidi. A
middle-aged man is carrying three small, covered buckets of milk in his hands. A tractor is
transporting a tank of water. A five year old boy is pulling a loaded, heavy cart. Lakhmi runs
to him to help. From nearby comes the sound of a car mechanic at work: thuk... thuk...
thuk...
4:00 PM
Two cars pass by, po... po... po... po... A man is making fresh fruit juice on his mobile juice
stall. A newly-wed bride is being taken in a decked-up car. The car is adorned with flowers.
A delicate looking man wearing jeans walks past holding a slip of paper in his hand. A boy,
perhaps ten years old, is selling thin crisp cakes made of lentils (papad). Another RTV
arrives, pi...o...oo...

4:05 PM
A fat man comes and parks his scooter right in front of us. A man selling tea is calling out, “Tea!
Tea!” Another RTV arrives, with its conductor calling out, “Gol Daak Khana!” People are looking at
me curiously, strangely. A Rajasthani man is sitting nearby. Another RTV comes and halts behind
the first. The conductor calls out, “Come on! Move! Another bus is here”. A third RTV arrives. The
conductor of the first RTV is still calling out. The conductors of the RTVs keep announcing
their destinations to woo passengers, and pull them away from the others. Two of the drivers
are fighting. Maybe their route timings have got mixed up. I am feeling a little awkward, because
everyone’s glances are directed towards us. Far from us, an infant is crying on a cot. No one is
listening to him, perhaps not even his mother.
4:15 PM
The sound of an RTV, tu-uu... tu-uu... A girl sitting in it is looking at us and laughing. A bangle-seller
is walking around, carrying the bangles in his hands. A rickshawwala rides past us. I am enjoying
sitting here. An empty DTC bus drives past. An RTV is waiting at the stop, with the conductor
calling out loudly. A man walks past, completely lost to the world.
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4:20 PM
Another RTV arrives. The conductor looks morose. Maybe they didn’t earn well today. Right
next to us is a carpenter’s shop. The sound of something being hammered is incessant.
4:25 PM
Three young girls are carrying cans of milk they have bought for their homes. A man says
to us, smiling, “Hey! Take this woman’s photo as well!” Then he laughs. A vegetable seller,
selling vegetables on a horse cart. The sound of the horse’s hooves can be heard, tak, tak,
tak... An old man, who is toothless. He is looking at us and laughing. SK Chaat Wala passes by. A truck that is loaded with bricks.

4:30 PM
An elderly person behind us is reading a newspaper. One RTV leaves and another arrives immediately after. A song is playing in it, “Jahan main jaoon, bahaar chali aayee, mehak jaaye...”
(“Wherever I go, it becomes spring time, it becomes fragrant...”) A Sumo speeds past. A
pandit is riding along on a small bicycle. A vendor with a cart is preparing to start business.
4:35 PM
A seller of incense sticks comes, “Buy some incense sticks...” A door-to-door sales boy of
the company Kissan walks past. There is a lot of noise around me. It is getting to me now.
Where we are sitting is an auto stand. There are four of us -- Rakesh, Lakhmi, Kiran, Sudeep.
My three comrades are doing everything they can to get on my nerves! There is a paan stall
here. An old baba stops to chat and joke with Lakhmi. Now everyone is staring at us.
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4:40 PM
Another RTV arrives. The faces of all the passengers look unhappy. A Sikh man drives past
on a scooter, scratching his head. The RTV is waiting. The passengers are troubled. A bus
(route number 521) arrives. Another RTV arrives. A fat woman whose weight makes it cumbersome for her to walk.
4:45 PM
A mechanic looks at us, and smiles. The sound of a song playing a little distance away.
Then, the voice of a conductor, the sound of an RTV, the soft sound of a scooter, the sound
of a three-wheeler. A meat seller is setting up his stall. How many hens will be slain today?
An old woman chewing paan. The sound of conversations.

4:50 PM
A child working in the mechanic’s shop has just received a slap from his employer. Four girls
are proceeding for their tuitions. A man with half a crop of hair on his head is trying to explain
something to a boy through gestures. A peanut seller. One boy just slapped the mechanic and
left. Two women walk past talking to one another. The voice of a boy, “Hey! Listen!”
4:55 PM
A bus, route number 522, arrives. A tempo, a van, a scooter and some bicycles. There is
heavy traffic, almost a jam. A one and a half foot man is sitting next to us, scratching his
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beard. Two elderly men are standing, both are bespectacled. Another RTV arrives.
And behind it, another RTV is approaching, honking its horn. Two boys are walking in our
direction, whistling.

5:00 PM
Lights have been switched on now. (I took a break -- took out a packet of mouth freshener
from my pocket, ate it, and resumed writing.) My attention wanders back to the spot where
a dead rat, its insides exposed, is lying. We’re all feeling revulsion at seeing it. A fish-seller
sets up his stall by the road, on the ground. He is burning something for smoke to chase
the mosquitoes away. Lakhmi is sitting right in front of me. Then a cat came to eat my rat.
Suddenly, my hand was raised in the air, and the cat scampered away.
5:05 PM
Another jam. The crowd is denser. I think to myself, “Write faster”. A fat, tired man. A sound
that stands apart from all the sounds around me, chir chir chir... Maybe it’s an animal. Two
boys ask a conductor if the bus will go to Kotla. A girl says to Lakhmi, “Yes, go on, keep
doing this. Keep sitting here all your life!”
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5:10 PM
An egg-seller is setting up shop. Two boys in front of me, fighting. One swears by the
mother, the other by the sister. A man is frying crispies, to sell. Another chaat wala
comes.
5:15 PM
The man selling eggs looks like he is wondering why we are taking his photograph. A
voice from an RTV, “Hey smartass, why don’t you move ahead?” A girl sitting inside the
RTV is looking at me, as if trying to recollect whether she knows me. The voice of the
conductor, “Hey, sister-fucker!” The boss of the auto-stand is trying to choreograph the
movements and positions of the RTVs.

5:20 PM
The sound from the carpenter’s workshop continue. There can be a traffic jam at any
moment. A sound from a motorcycle, hui hui. A man selling tube-lights is standing and
looking around. There is quite a crowd at the cyclist’s now. We are sipping tea. The tea
is nothing special. There is a broken pipe lying in front of us, and children are dropping
stones in it.
5:25 PM
A strong looking boy is going towards the wrestling ground behind us. Another different
voice -- the loud grunting of pigs from a distance. The pi pi of a horn, the noise from a
scooter. The noise has increased and is enveloping us from all sides. Sometimes, it
gets very silent, and sometimes the noise becomes very loud. A man is standing
next to us, smoking a cigarette. Three girls are walking past. One among them is fixing
another’s dupatta.
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5:30 PM
The sound of an RTV reversing. The sound of a three-wheeler, and of a man selling
cooking-gas cylinders. One man has come and is standing next to us, troubling us by
trying to befriend us with his strange queries. A man selling sweet syrupy jalebis is setting
up his cart to start business. The hens have begun to be slaughtered. Two boys have got
down from the RTV with milk cans. Three are covered, two are not. It is evening now.
Passers-by are looking at us. They look like they are wondering what it is that we are doing.
Many questions seem to be arising in their minds. Just then a man walks up to us, “Hello
mister, what are you doing?” We reply respectfully, “Sir, right now we are working. Please
ask us when we have finished”.
5:35 PM
There was a bus-stop here earlier. But there isn’t one any more. Yes, buses continue to
come and stop here. Bulbs have been lit in peoples’ homes. Seeing us, some people are
coming to enquire. Four boys drive past on a motorcycle.

5:40 PM
A woman on a motorcycle looks at us, as does her husband. We can hear the yelling and
screaming of boys around us.
5:45 PM
A cyclist is buying a carpet. Some men are arguing with one another. There is quite a crowd
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around the fish-seller. A crow is sitting on a pole. A Coca-Cola van, zurr, zurr... It is very
crowded here now. The RTV is still waiting. The sound of vehicles from a distance. A Tata
407 tempo arrives. A man is pulling down the shutters of his shop.

5:50 PM
An old man is buying a wooden seat for his shop. The boy accompanying him is probably
his grandson. All the street lamps are on now. The sound of horns can be heard from
our left and right. Drums are being beaten some distance away. Two boys are in a friendly,
playful argument. The sound of a Toyota Qualis. Two girls with red dupattas. Two men are
carrying a wooden ladder. Four boys are returning from school.
5:55 PM
A child, about five years old, is taking the body of an old scooter from the mechanic’s workshop. Schools have closed for the day. The road is filled with school children. All four of us
are ravenously hungry! But, alas! We have work to do! Lakhmi is in anguish with the want of
something to eat. The sound of an explosion compels us to turn around to look.
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6:00 PM
We have ordered roasted chicken pieces. Some school children are cursing while walking.
I am ignoring some of them. The sound of a wooden leg of a cot, falling.
6:05 PM
The sound of drums beating, near us. The sound of an RTV driving away, an auto rickshaw,
a boy running. Some men are transporting wooden planks on a cycle-rickshaw. A boy
approaches us and says, “Bhai, please take my photo as well”. He leaves.

6:10 PM
A boy is hiding from someone on the roof and looking around. There is hustle-bustle around
me. The scene is quite intriguing. I had never seen it this way before. That’s because I was
always mixed in this crowd. Today, standing apart from it, I feel I am seeing it differently.
The mechanic’s workshop has packed up.
6:15 PM
Sudip brings the roasted chicken pieces. Suddenly, there is a traffic jam. We take a break
to eat the chicken.
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6:20 PM
The wooden planks that had been lying next to us all day are now being kept back into the shop.
A Maruti car drives past with a dead body wrapped in a white shroud secured to its roof.
6:25 PM
A truck drives past. Its silencer doesn’t work. The sound of some women joking with one
another. The sound of a can of milk falling from a boy’s hand. Now the cap on my head is
useless. The sun has set and it’s late evening. I didn’t realise it till now!

6:30 PM
Some policemen have set out on their evening rounds. I’m sure they will pick someone or
the other up. A traffic jam of buses and RTVs again.
6:35 PM
A chartered bus passes by noisily. The egg-seller is still looking at us curiously. The khut
khut of a cycle. Just then, an RTV arrives. A scooter stops. A little girl asks the conductor
of the RTV, “Bhaiya, will it go to Lajpat Nagar?” The sound of a bus that comes and stops
close to me. A man smoking a bidi. Maybe he was craving for it. Now I am standing
amongst a lot of people and thinking.
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